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1, Introduction

Aromatic polyimides (Pis)such as PMDA/4, 4'-0DAand s-BPDA/4, 4'-0DA are well known

as the outstanding thermal and environmental stabilitiesdue to their planar structures in

addition to theirrigidwholly aromatic structures. However, these advantages cause some

limitations in applications for molding or fabrication in heat sealing because of their

insolubility and infusibility.Among many methods for improving the processability of

aromatic polyimides. we have reported that the PI derived from an asymmetric aromatic

tetra carboxylic acid dianhydride, i.e.,2,3,3≒4'-BPDA;(a-BPDA) led to higher Tg゛sthan the

corresponding Pis from ａ symmetric one(s-BPDA)with the same diamines. In addition, the

asymmetric Pis indicate high thermo-plasticity than the corresponding symmetric Pis on

the basis of their non-planar biphenyl-imide structures inhibitingintermolecular interaction

(ｎｏordered structure formation). Thus, the stericallybent/distorted but rotation-restricted

structural unit induced by asymmetric aromatic monomers was 9｢eatly expected for

developing new high performance polyimides卜We have successfully invented that

asymmetric　aromatic　addition-type　imide　oligomers (TriA-PI:a-BPDA/4.4'-ODA/PEPA)

having high Tg and 900d processability. Based on this asymmetric structure chemistry, we

have being started the development of heat sealable polyimide with having high space

environmental stabilityin application for solar sail membrane in Aug. 2007. This paper

presents the development of novel heat sealable asymmetric polyimide thin film and

application for solar sai川KAROS membrane^皿

2, Development of novel asymmetric aromatic polyimide; a-ODPA/4,4'-ODA

　As shown in Figure 1, asymmetric a- or i-ODPAs(supplied by Manac CO.)are ａ moderate

stereo irregular and more or less fieχjblein comparison to isomeric BPDA . Figure 2 shows

synthetic root of thermo-plastic and heat sealable a-ODPA/4,4'-ODA: ISAS-TPI. ISAS-TPI

has been obtained by common two step method with rapid therma目midization. Figure 3

shows　dynamic　tensile　properties　of　s-　and　a-ODPA/4,4'-ODA　polyimides，and

PMDA/4,4'-ODA polyimide. Tg of a-ODPA/4. 4'-0DA is higher than that of symmetric

s-ODPA/4, 4'-0DA and shows ａlarge drop of storage modulus, E' without rubbery plateau

above Tg as isomeric BPDAs. It means that this asymmetric polyimide can be used for

heat sealable film due to very high drop of modulus E' above Tg. Mechanical properties of

ISAS-TPI thin film prepared is excellent such as modulus E＝2.8GPa and elongation at

break　心b=92%. Compared with symmetric S-ODPA/4,4'-ODA film, 7.5μｍ thin film of

a-ODPA/4,4'-ODA prepared from 14% polyimide solution in DMAc is easily sealed at 350で≒

20 seconds, 0.1 Mpa without any problems. Proton and electron irradiation have been done

by JAERI and UV radiation had been done by JAXA Tukuba. Physical and mechanical

properties of those films were measured　in our laboratory.　Figure 4 shows space

environmental stabilityas an elongation at break of ISAS-TPI and some aromatic polymers

by electron beam。 Figure 5 showed color changes of ISAS-TPI and PEI and APICAL-AH

thin films by UV irradiation (50 ESD). Table l summarized the physical properties and
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space environmental stabilitiesfor commercial PMDA/4, 4'-0DA film;Apical-AH (ＫＡＮＥＫＡ)

and ISAS-TPI prepared by Fujimori co.ltd. Table 2 summarized the physical and

mechanical properties of this polyimide films. Novel asymmetric aromatic polyimide:

a-ODPA/4,4'-ODA indicates high　solubilityfor NMP and DMAc and excellent heat sealing

properties with having high space environmental stabilityぽslikeAPICAL AH polyimide film.
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3. Development of solar sailIKAROS membrane

　What is ａ solar sail spacecraft? Fridrikh Tsander proposed the concept of solar sail

spacecraft with the solar-photon propulsion obtained by reflectingsunlight ofａlarge. very

thin, metalized polymer film for long time ago. However, nobody was success and

substantiated the theory in space because there are so many challenges in technologies

such as structure,stowage and deployment, system analysis, materials, and so on.

　Development of thermal and space environmentally stable polymer film is one of key

requirement in addition to the sealing, fabricating, packaging, and deployment ；1)A very

thin(5-7 μm)high performance films has to be manufactured. 2)Heat sealable,

thermo-plastic thin films with a high Tg and high reliabilityis also ａ key requi｢ement.

As mentioned already, newly developed ISAS-TPI polyimide isａ very promising material if

we can make wide, thin film.０ｎ the other hands, fortunately, there is ａ commercially

available PMDA/4,4'-ODA polyimide thin film;Apical AH(KANEKA). Therefore both films

were nominated for thisIKAROS membrane.

　The solar sailIKAROS named by Interplanetary Kite-craftAccelerated by Radiation Of

the Sun is the world's firstsolar powered sail craft employing photon propulsion and

experimenta‖y testing the generating solar power by thin film solar cellon the sailsurface.

Figure 6 showed schematic representation of photon propulsion by Sun. IKAROS was

launched from Tanegashima Space Center using the H-IIA on June 21, 2010. Figure 7

illustratesmission sequence of IKAROS. After separation from H-IIA, it was spun up at up

to 25 rpm deploying the membrane. Figure 8 showed IKAROS membrane. The membrane

was made of 2 differentpolyimide thin films which are 80nm aluminized APICAL AH/AI for

outer area and is 80nm aluminized ISAS-TP!/At for near the spacecraft, respectively.
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　Table 3 summarized the chemical structures and physical properties of polyimide films

APICAL AH and ISAS-TPI for sail membranes. Figure g was illustrated configuration of 1μ

ｏｆｌＫＡＲＯＳ(ｏｎｅpedal). As you see in Figure 8, Ikaros sail was composed of 4 pedals. Thく

steering devices were applied by film type liquid crystals and dust counter sensors o

PVDF films in addition to film type polyimide solar cells are stuck on the membrane. Figure

10 showed sail design and training of stowing. Figure 11 illustrated stowing 4 petals t(

IKAROS spacecraft. The stowed IKAROS membrane with a diagonal of 20m will b

deployed by its spinning motion. Four masses are attached to the four tips of membrane ir

order to facilitate deployment. Deployment is in two stages shown in Figure 12. During firs

stage, the membrane is statically, and during the second stage］s dynamically. This

method can be realized with simpler and lighter mechanisms than conventional mast ｏ

boom type.
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Figure 13 showed a 7.Sum thin polyimide 1/4 IKAROS flightmodel membrane deployed in

clean room. Figure 14 is a picture of IKAROS spacecraft with 4 membranes stowed around

the drum of it.The world's firstsolar sail having 7.5um thin polyimide APICAL AH and novel

thermoplastic asymmetric polyimide ISAS-TPI film aluminized has been launched at

Tanegashima space center in Japan on June 21 in 2010. Figure 15 showed a picture ofａ

released tip of mass with ａ piece of folded membrane (1). and a snap of second stage

deployment. Both pictures were taken by ａ camera in spacecraft. ０ｎ June 9. 2010, the

fullydeployed IKAROS is now snapped by an own jumping camera fasten on upper deck

as shown in next page.

4, Future plan

Fortunately, we were completely success the world's firstsolar sail mission: IKAROS. The

second mission willtake place in the late 2010s. It willprovide a medium size solar power

sail with　ａ diameter of 50m, and will　have　integrated　ion-propulsion　enginesレThe

destinations of the spacecraft willbe Jupiter and the Trojan asteroids. However, we have to

overcome the many technoiogical challenges such as development of high efficiencysolar

cell and control devices with high space environmental stabilitiesin addition to the veiy

light, more　reliable　polyimtde　membranes. The　development　of　high　performance

polyimides is one of key factors for new space technology.
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